Dependence of peripheral tremor on mechanical perturbations: a modeling study.
The present study scrutinizes the popular view that tremors of central origin but not those of peripheral origin are largely resistant to mechanical perturbations. We explore the effects of perturbations in a well-established model of peripheral tremor and document that (a) tremor frequency can remain unchanged when spring or weight loads are added, (b) entrainment by external drives can be limited to drives of similar frequency, and (c) resetting of tremor phase by torque pulses can remain fractional. This resistance to mechanical perturbations arises in the model because peripheral neuromuscular dynamics act as a limit-cycle oscillator which, by its very nature, will absorb moderate changes to signals and parameters. We conclude from our study that resistance to mechanical perturbations is not an exclusive property of central tremors, but rather may also be found in peripheral tremors. Other criteria are therefore needed to distinguish between different origins of tremor.